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Abstract: Various membrane separation processes are being used for seawater desalination and
treatment of wastewaters in order to deal with the worldwide water shortage problem. Different
types of membranes of distinct morphologies, structures and physico-chemical characteristics are
employed. Among the considered membrane technologies, membrane distillation (MD), osmotic
distillation (OD) and osmotic membrane distillation (OMD) use porous and hydrophobic membranes
for production of distilled water and/or concentration of wastewaters for recovery and recycling
of valuable compounds. However, the efficiency of these technologies is hampered by fouling
phenomena. This refers to the accumulation of organic/inorganic deposits including biological matter
on the membrane surface and/or in the membrane pores. Fouling in MD, OD and OMD differs
from that observed in electric and pressure-driven membrane processes such electrodialysis (ED),
membrane capacitive deionization (MCD), reverse osmosis (RO), nanofiltration (NF), ultrafiltration
(UF), microfiltration (MF), etc. Other than pore blockage, fouling in MD, OD and OMD increases the
risk of membrane pores wetting and reduces therefore the quantity and quality of the produced water
or the concentration efficiency of the process. This review deals with the observed fouling phenomena
in MD, OD and OMD. It highlights different detected fouling types (organic fouling, inorganic fouling
and biofouling), fouling characterization techniques as well as various methods of fouling reduction
including pretreatment, membrane modification, membrane cleaning and antiscalants application.

Keywords: membrane distillation; osmotic distillation; osmotic membrane distillation; fouling;
organic fouling; scaling; biofouling; fouling characterization; fouling reduction; antiscalant

1. Introduction

The lack of potable water is one of the continuous problems in many parts of the word. Seawater
desalination using isothermal membrane separation processes such as reverse osmosis (RO) and
nanofiltration (NF) are a convincing solution. Pressure-driven membrane processes are limited in
recovery factor due to the osmotic pressure, which increases with salinity, enhancing therefore water
cost and environmental perturbations when the brines are not recycled and discharged directly in the
feed water source (e.g., seas and rivers).

Membrane distillation (MD), osmotic distillation (OD) and osmotic membrane distillation
(OMD) processes are used not only in desalination for water production and concentration of brines
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but also for the treatment of wastewaters (e.g., textile, radioactive, pharmaceutical, metallurgical,
petrochemical, etc.) and concentration of heat-sensitive solutions such as fruit juices, liquid foods,
natural colors and biological fluids since these processes operate at moderate temperatures and under
atmospheric pressure.

MD is a thermally-driven separation process, in which only vapor molecules are transported
through a microporous hydrophobic membrane. The MD driving force is the transmembrane vapor
pressure difference [1–3]. Various MD configurations have been considered to apply this driving
force. In direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) both the hot feed solution and the cold liquid
permeate are maintained in direct contact with both sides of the membrane. This is the widely
employed MD variant because of its simple design [1]. In this case volatile molecules evaporate at
the hot liquid/vapor interface, cross the membrane pores in vapor phase and condense in the cold
liquid/vapor interface inside the membrane module [2]. Liquid gap MD (LGMD) is another DCMD
variant in which a stagnant cold liquid, frequently distilled water, is maintained in the permeate side
between the membrane and a cold surface [2]. The main disadvantage of DCMD and LGMD is the heat
lost by conduction through the membrane [1]. If in LGMD the liquid is evacuated from the permeate
side leaving a stagnant air gap between the membrane and the cold surface for the condensation of
the volatile molecules, the configuration is termed air gap MD (AGMD) [2]. One of the advantages of
this MD variant is the low heat transfer by conduction through the membrane from the feed to the
permeate side [1]. However, in this case an additional resistance to mass transfer is built reducing the
permeate flux. If in AGMD, a cold inert gas is circulated through the permeate side to carry out the
produced vapor at the permeate membrane surface for condensation outside the membrane module in
an external condenser(s), the configuration is called thermostatic sweeping gas MD (TSGMD) [2]. If
the condensing surface is removed from the permeate side, the process is termed simply sweeping gas
MD (SGMD). Therefore, TSGMD is a combination of AGMD and SGMD and it was proposed to reduce
the increase of the gas temperature along the membrane module length [1]. Another way to establish
the necessary driving force in MD is by means of a vacuum pump connected to the permeate side of
the membrane module. This configuration is called vacuum MD (VMD) [2]. In this case the applied
vacuum pressure must be lower than the saturation pressure of the volatile molecules to be separated
from the feed solution and the condensation takes place outside the membrane module. It is necessary
to point out that MD was applied principally in desalination for the production of high purity water.
Other fields of applications have also been considered at laboratory scale such as the treatment of
textile wastewater, olive mill wastewater, humic acid (HA) and radioactive aqueous solutions, etc. [2].

Contrary to DCMD, osmotic distillation (OD) is an isothermal technology used to remove water
from aqueous solutions [4] (i.e., concentration of wastewaters and recovery of valuable components) [5]
using a porous and hydrophobic membrane that separates the feed solution to be treated and an osmotic
solution (i.e., a draw solution having high osmotic pressure and low water chemical potential) [6].
Generally NaCl, CaCl2, MgCl2, MgSO4, K2HPO4 KH2PO4 and some organic liquids like glycerol or
polyglycols were considered to prepared the osmotic solution [7]. One of the advantages of the OD
process is the less energy required compared to MD [8]. It was generally applied for concentrating
liquid foods, such as milk, fruit and vegetable juices [5].

OMD is a combination of DCMD and OD being the driving force both the transmembrane
temperature and concentration or which is the same water chemical potential. It is a non-isothermal
process in which the membrane is brought into contact with the hot feed aqueous solution to be treated
and a cold osmotic solution [9]. OMD is also able to concentrate liquid foods (i.e., fruit and vegetable
juices), sucrose aqueous solutions [10].

The three separation processes MD, OD and OMD require the use of porous and hydrophobic
membranes and, like other membrane technologies, they also suffer from different fouling phenomena
that reduce not only the permeability and separation performance of the membrane but its lifetime
as a consequence. The foulants (e.g., natural organic matter, NOM [11]; inorganic and biological
solutes or microbial contaminants) contribute to the permeate flux decline, modify the membrane
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surface properties and change the product water quality. Analysis of fouling process and identification
of foulants by means of characterization techniques are important to determine suitable treatment
methods for fouling control. It is worth noting that very few studies have been published so far
on fouling mechanisms in MD, OD and OMD and investigations on the kinetics behind fouling
phenomena and fouling mitigation remain very scarce [12,13]. Two review papers have been published
on fouling and scaling in MD but not on OD and OMD [14,15]. Moreover, when fouling is studied, the
considered characterization techniques focused only on the average physico-chemical properties of the
surface deposits but not on the underlying deposit layers [12].

One of the causes of porous and hydrophobic membrane fouling is pore blockage due to
the deposit of foulant(s) such as organics, inorganic or minerals, colloids, microbial contaminants
and particles not only on the membrane surface but also inside the membrane pores affecting the
hydrophobic character of the membrane and its wettability [16,17]. Fouling in MD, OD and OMD
is a complex phenomenon influenced by various parameters such as the membrane characteristics,
especially the pore size and the material of the membrane surface, operation conditions and nature of
feed aqueous solutions.

To control fouling phenomena, researchers have tried various strategies such as the consideration
of feed pretreatment(s), increase of feed flow rate creating turbulent flow regime, application of
periodic hydraulic and/or chemical cleanings, reduction of membrane surface roughness and/or
change of its surface charge [16,18].

It must be mentioned that MD, OD and OMD membrane technologies suffer from temperature
and/or concentration polarization, or, equivalently, vapor pressure polarization. Various strategies
have been adopted in order to reduce the vapor pressure polarization (i.e., the water vapor pressure at
the membrane surface become closer to that of the bulk solution) including the increase of the flow rate
of both the feed and permeate solutions, turbulent promoters, etc. It must be noted that concentration
and temperature polarization can also have a major influence on fouling.

This review deals with the observed fouling phenomena in MD, OD and OMD. It highlights
different detected fouling types (organic fouling, inorganic fouling and biofouling), fouling
characterization techniques as well as various methods of fouling reduction including pretreatment,
membrane modification, membrane cleaning and antiscalants application. Updated research studies
and interesting observations on fouling and pretreatments are summarized in tables for different MD
configurations, OD and OMD. Not only the characterization techniques that have been used so far
in MD are cited in the present review, but other useful techniques for fouling analysis and detection
considered in other processes are included. These will improve the understanding of fouling in MD,
OD and OMD, to prevent it properly.

2. Membrane Characteristics

The membranes used in MD, OD and OMD must be hydrophobic and porous with pore sizes
ranging from some nanometers to few micrometers [2,19]. Their characteristics such as the thickness,
tortuosity, pore size and porosity dictate the resistance to mass transfer in these three processes [20].
Their pore size distributions should be as narrow as possible and the maximum pore size should be
small enough to prevent liquid penetration in such pores [2,19,21]. The liquid entry pressure (LEP),
which is the minimum transmembrane pressure required for a liquid or a given feed solution to enter
into the pore, is a significant membrane characteristic for MD, OD and OMD. LEP is high for small
maximum pore sizes and more hydrophobic membranes [1]. The membrane thickness is inversely
proportional to the rate of mass and heat transfer through the membrane. In the case of multi-layered
membranes, the hydrophobic layer should be as thin as possible [2,19]. In order to achieve a high
thermal efficiency in MD and OMD, the thermal conductivity of the membrane material should be as
low as possible [19].

More details on the properties needed for a membrane to be used in MD are summarized
elsewhere [15,18,19,22,23]. Eykens, et al. [23] gave a comprehensive overview of the optimal membrane
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properties, specifically for MD process. The wetting resistance is the key factor considered in the
optimization study. The recommended optimal membrane properties were summarized as a pore
diameter of 0.3 µm to balance between a high LEP (preferably >2.5 bar) and a high permeate flux,
an optimal membrane thickness between 10 and 700 µm depending on the process conditions in order
to take into account the compensation between mass transport and energy loss, a membrane porosity
that should preferably be as high as possible (>75%) in order to improve both the mass transfer and
energy efficiency, a pore tortuosity factor that should be as low as possible (1.1–1.2) and a membrane
thermal conductivity that should be also as low as possible (>0.06 W·m−1·K−1) in order to reduce the
heat loss due to the heat transfer by conduction through the membrane matrix. Additionally, it was
stated that thinner membranes with a thickness below 60 µm exhibited low mechanical properties.
As it is well known, a way to improve the mechanical properties of a membrane without scarifying
its other characteristics is the design of supported membranes using baking materials with a high
porosity, a low thickness and a high thermal conductivity.

In addition, the feed side of the membrane must be formed by a material of high fouling
resistance properties. Different membrane surface modification techniques have been considered
such as coating, interfacial polymerization, plasma treatment, etc. [2,19,24]. For instance, to avoid
wetting and membrane fouling the porous hydrophobic membrane surface needs to be modified by
coating a thin layer of a hydrophilic polymer [24–26]. This was necessary for concentration of oily
feeds, because the uncoated membranes were promptly wetted even for low concentrations of oil in
water solutions [25]. Recently, the effects of surface energy and its morphology on membrane surface
omniphobicity (i.e., membranes resistant to wetting to both water and low surface tension liquids,
e.g., oil and alcohols) have been systematically studied by means of wetting resistance evaluation
using low surface tension liquids [27,28]. It was found that the negatively charged nanofibrous
membrane fabricated by a blend of poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene), PVDF-HFP,
and the cationic surfactant benzyltriethylammonium, and then grafted by a negatively charged silica
nanoparticles, exhibited excellent wetting resistance against low surface tension aqueous solutions
and organic solvents (i.e., mineral oil, decane and ethanol). An et al. [29,30] demonstrated that the MD
membranes having negative charge such as PTFE at pH values in the range 5.2–9.1 were resistant to
dye adsorption. The strong negative charge and chemical structure of the membrane resulted in a low
adsorption affinity to negatively charged dyes causing a flake-like (loose) dye-dye structure to form
on the membrane surface rather than in the membrane pores or even repulsed from the membrane
forming aggregates away from the membrane interface. In addition, the loose fouling structure that
may be formed on the surface of the negatively charged membranes can be easily washed out by
simple intermittent water flushing. It is to be noted that the membrane must be cleaned if any fouling
is detected and therefore it should exhibit an excellent chemical resistance to acid and base components
that are generally used in membrane cleaning [19].

3. Fouling in MD, OD and OMD

The performance of the membrane can be affected by the deposition of a fouling layer on the
membrane surface or in the membrane pores [31]. The decline of water permeate flux is attributed to
both temperature and concentration polarization effects as well as fouling phenomena [32].

3.1. Fouling in MD

Compared to fouling in other membrane separation processes such as the pressure-driven
membrane processes (MF, NF, RO, etc.) fouling in MD is still relatively less studied and poorly
understood [33–35]. In MD, fouling can be divided into three types: organic fouling, inorganic
fouling and biological fouling. In general, the foulants interact with each other and/or with the
membrane surface to form deposits. This results in permeate flux decline by two phenomena, a partial
or total blockage of the pores, which decreases the available evaporation area; or the formation of
a fouling layer on the membrane surface leading to the appearance of a new resistance to mass
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transfer. As a consequence, the membrane becomes more prone to wetting, especially for long term
MD operations. It is worth noting that most of the published studies on fouling phenomena in MD are
for DCMD configuration. Table 1 summarizes the published papers on fouling in DCMD when using
different membrane materials (polytetrafluoroethylene, PTFE, polyvinylidene fluoride, PVDF, and
polypropylene, PP, polymers) and membrane type (flat-sheet, hollow fiber or capillary membranes).
Very few studies have been published on fouling in other MD configurations. Table 2 listed the
published papers on fouling in AGMD and VMD configurations. In order to compare the effects of
the foulants, membranes, MD configurations, etc. the normalized flux decline, FDn, defined in the
following equation was used:

FDn(%) =

(
1−

J f

J0

)
× 100 (1)

where J0 and J f correspond to the initial and final permeate fluxes, respectively. As it can be seen
in Tables 1 and 2, the FDn values varied between 0% and 95%. These values are strongly dependent
on the foulant nature. In general, organic foulants induced greater normalized flux decline than the
inorganic foulants.
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Table 1. Published studies on membrane fouling in DCMD for different membrane materials and types (dp: pore size; ε: porosity; δ: thickness; Tf: Feed temperature;
Tp: Permeate temperature; v: feed velocity (or φ: feed flow rate); Jp: Permeate flux; FDn: Normalized flux decline; F: Feed; P: Permeate).

Membrane
Material
and Type

dp
(µm) ε (%) δ (µm) Foulant(s) Tf/Tp

(◦C) v (m·s−1)
Jp

(kg·m−2·h−1)
FDn (%) Observations Ref.

PTFE
Flat-sheet

0.1 - 30
Organic fouling:

sludge and brown
spots

40–70/10 0.005–0.014 1.41–9.22 70% at 12g/L
50% at 6 g/L

The feed was from a thermophilic anaerobic
membrane bioreactor. After cleaning using
deionized (DI) water 15 mg/L of NaOH, the
membrane could recover 96% of initial Jp.

[36]

0.5 - 20 Skim milk,
Whey proteins 54/5 0.047 3 Skim milk: 85%

Whey: 20%
Membrane wetting was not observed even after
20 h operation. [37]

0.2 80 60

Traditional
Chinese medicine
(mostly inorganic

salt, such as
CaCO3)

60/25 0.07–0.13 32.78 30% at 1.5 g/L
Fouling layer can be effectively limited by
increasing either the feed temperature or feed
flow velocity.

[38]

0.2 70–80 179 Humid Acid (HA) 70/25 1.1 35.7 60%
Seawater organic fouling was irreversible in
DCMD. CaSO4 reduced the disaggregation of
humic substances due to the binding effect.

[39]

0.5 - 20 Skim milk
Whey proteins 54/5 0.047 22 Skim milk: 79%

Whey: 11%

Whey proteins had weaker attractive interaction
with the membrane and adhesion depended more
on the presence of phosphorus near the
membrane surface.

[12]

0.2 70–80 179

HA, alginate acid
(AA) and bovine
serum albumin

(BSA)

50, 70/24 1.1 35
HA: 56.2%
AA: 44.1%
BSA 64.5%

Feed concentration: 10 mg·C·L−1. [40]

0.2 65 41

NaCl, MgSiO6,
MgCO3 CaCO3

30–50/24 0.32

~28,
at ∆T = 15 ◦C 28% The PTFE membrane surfaces showed some salt

scaling and a larger population of crystals.

[41]

PVDF
Flat-sheet

0.2 80 197 ~5,
at ∆T = 15 ◦C 32% PVDF membranes showed a smaller population

of salt crystals on their surface.

0.45 60 127 ~32,
at ∆T = 15 ◦C 20% The salt crystals formed were larger than the pore

size of the membranes.

0.22 0.75 125 HA 50, 70/20 0.23 30.6 to 35.1 5% The addition of divalent cations (Ca2+) affected to
permeate flux by forming complexes with HA.

[42]

PVDF
Hollow fiber

0.16 90.8 200 CaSO4 (RO brine) 55–77/35 0.011 2.5–5.8 30%
Membrane wetting was more significant at high
feed temperatures. Salts promoted membrane
pore wetting.

[43]

0.088 83.7 126 Rubber
wastewater 55.5/20.0 - 7.19 79%

Permeate flux decline was due to the presence of
complex components (e.g., latex and protein in
the rubber effluent).

[44]
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Table 1. Cont.

Membrane
Material
and Type

dp
(µm) ε (%) δ (µm) Foulant(s) Tf/Tp

(◦C) v (m·s−1)
Jp

(kg·m−2·h−1)
FDn (%) Observations Ref.

PP Flat-sheet 0.1 65–70 100 CaCO3, CaSO4,
silica 60/20 φ: 0.6/0.5

L·min−1 30 Feed A: 93%
Feed B: 27%

Membrane scaling caused a drop of permeate flux
and a decrease in salt rejection. Feed A: NaHCO3
+ Na2SO4, + CaCl2; Feed B: Na2SiO3·9H2O.

[45]

PP Hollow
fiber

0.22 73 400 CaCO3 85, 90/20 F: 0.15–0.63
P: 0.12 25–38.7

40% without
antiscalant
20% with

antiscalant
0% Rising with

HCl

The application of antiscalant minimized the
penetration of salts into the pores. A high
permeate flux was maintained over 260 h of
operation using periodical rinsing with HCl
solution

[46]

0.1
0.2
0.6

50
60–80

150
50

52.5

CaCO3 and
CaCO3–CaSO4

70–75–80/20
φ:

0.084–0.688–1.438
L·min−1

Uncoated:
14.3–4.8

Coated: 5.5
11%

Fluorosilicone coating was proven to be helpful to
eliminate membrane scaling. The scaling problem
was successfully solved by HCl acidification prior
to MD

[35]

PP Capillary

0.22 73 400 CaCO3 60–80/50 F: 0.42–0.96
P: 0.29 27.9–22.9 10%

Reduction of the number and dimensions of the
pores on the membranes surfaces. Large pores
were wetted because of CaCO3 depostion inside
the pores. Flow rate of distillate was constant.

[47]

0.22 73 400 Protein and NaCl
(50 g/L) 85/20 φ: 0.84

L·min−1 12.5
25% NaCl up to

saturation
0% Boiling feed

The feed solution was NaCl solution containing
natural organic matter. Pre-treatment method of
the feed does not result in the complete removal
of the foulants.

[48]

0.22 73 400 Mainly CaCO3 80, 90/20 F: 0.3–1.4
P: 0.29

30.8
(Tf = 80 ◦C)

41% at 0.31 m/s
12% at 1.4 m/s

The application of tap water as a feed caused a
rapid decline of permeate flux due to the
deposition of CaCO3.

[49]

0.22 72 200 NaCl 70-85/20 φ: 0.42
L·min−1 27.5 19% at 1 year

28% at 9 years

Chemical reaction of salt with the hydroxyl and
carbonyl groups found on the PP surface.
Degradation time dependence.

[50]
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Table 2. Published studies on membrane fouling in AGMDVMD for different membrane materials and types (dp: pore size; ε: porosity; δ: thickness; Tf: Feed
temperature; Tp: Permeate temperature; v: feed velocity (or φ: feed flow rate); Jp: Permeate flux; FDn: Normalized flux decline; F: Feed; C: Cooling; pv: Vacuum or low
pressure) [51–59].

MD
Config.

Membrane
Material
and Type

dp
(µm) ε (%) δ (µm) Foulant Tf/Tp (◦C)

pv (kPa) v (m·s−1)
Jp

(kg·m−2·h−1)
FDn (%) Observations Ref.

AGMD

PTFE
Flat-sheet

1 0.85 150 Salts deposition 77/12 φ: F: 58 g/s
C: 75 g/s 119 - Feed: tap water. [51]

0.2 - 175
NaCl, MgCl2,

Na2CO3,
Na2SO4

50/10 φ: F: 1.5
L·min−1

NaCl: 1.02
Na2SO4: 0.38
Na2CO3: 0.12

0% after 5 h The permeate flux declined as
the concentration of salt
increased, and increased as
the pore size increased.

[1]

0.45 - 175
NaCl, MgCl2,

Na2CO3,
Na2SO4

50/10 φ: F: 1.5
L·min−1

NaCl: 1.45
Na2SO4: 0.56
Na2CO3: 0.19

0% after 5 h

VMD

0.22 40 175 CaCO3, CaSO4
organic matter

25–75
pv: 0.1–10 0.4-2.0 9.3–8.3 24% Synthetic RO brine feed,

Salt concentration: 300 g·L−1. [53]

0.2 - 50

Ginseng
aqueous solution
(polysaccharide,

amino acid &
biomacromolecule)

60
pv: 83–89.5 0.74 to 0.46 24.7 to 21.6 From 0% to 27%

The results showed the
existence of critical fouling
operating conditions in VMD
process.

[54]

PVDF
Hollow

fiber

0.25 79 150 CaCO3
52–68
pv: 96 0.14

8.96–21
(13.43–25 with

microwave)
-

Microwave irradiation
increased the deposition of
calcium carbonate.

[55]

0.16 82–85 -
Mainly hardness

and organic
matter

70
pv: 8.5 1 - -

The permeate flux was 30%
higher when using
pretreatment.

[56]

PP Shell
and tube 0.2 - 1500 Dye and Nacl 40–70

pv: 0.667 0.84 to 3.42 8.2 95%

The flux was dependent
strongly on the feed
temperature but was
independent of salt
concentration.

[57]

PP
Flat-sheet 0.2 - -

Inorganic
elements: O, S,
Fe, Na, Mg, K.

Microorganisms
and proteins,

40 ◦C

φ: F: 4
L·min−1

Strip flow
rate: 3

L·min−1

42 95%

The fouling layer thickness
was estimated to 10–15 µm
and it becomes severe as the
membrane surface changes
from hydrophobic to
hydrophilic.

[58]

PP
Capillary 0.2 45 510 Dye 40, 50, 60

pv: 1.0 0.78–1.67 27.5–35–57.0,
respectively 27%

The flux decrease probably
due to an interaction with the
polymeric membrane.

[59]
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3.1.1. Organic Fouling

Organic fouling results from the deposition of natural organic matter (NOM) on the membrane
surface like carboxylic acid, humic acid (HA), alginate acid (AA), proteins, polysaccharides, etc.
The principal constituents of NOM are the humic substances, which are found in surface water, ground
water and seawater, followed by carbohydrates (including polysaccharides), protein and a variety
of acidic and low molecular weight (LMW) species [40,60,61]. This fouling is dependent on several
factors including the surface characteristics of the membrane. For instance, greater hydrophobicity and
lower pore size tends to increase fouling effects [31]. However, fouling also depends on the nature of
the organic matter, the MD operating conditions (temperature, transmembrane pressure, flow rate) and
the characteristics of the feed solution (pH, ionic strength). Figure 1 shows the adsorption–desorption
mechanism for HA migration through a membrane pore. The process involves the adsorption of HA
onto membrane surface, hydrogen bonding between water and HA and weakening of hydrogen bond
as water vapor moves through the membrane, and re-adsorption of HA onto the membrane as well as
pore wetting.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the adsorption–desorption mechanism for humic acid (HA) migration through
a membrane pore. The process involves (a) adsorption of HA onto membrane surface; (b) hydrogen
bonding between water and HA; (c,d) weakening of hydrogen bond as water vapor moves through the
membrane; (e) re- adsorption of HA onto the membrane and (f) the pore wetting phenomenon.

Nilson and Digiano [62] investigated the effect of NOM properties on NF membrane fouling
by fractionating NOM into hydrophilic and hydrophobic components. Fouling tests revealed that
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the hydrophobic fraction of NOM was mostly responsible for permeate flux decline, whereas the
hydrophilic fraction caused a lesser fouling. Khayet, et al. [11,31] performed DCMD treatment by
HA solutions (10 to 50 mg·L−1) and the obtained results showed a permeate flux reduction less than
8% after 30 h of operation for the commercial PTFE and PVDF membranes. Other studies used HA
solutions with concentrations ranging from 20 to 100 mg·L−1 and observed a very limited fouling
with a permeate flux decline less than 6% [42]. The reversibility or cleaning of organic fouling was
also investigated but the drawn conclusions varied because of the possible variety of organic fouling
such as organic or organometallic complex (i.e., compound containing a metal atom bonded to an
organic group). Naidu, et al. [40] studied organic fouling behavior in DCMD using synthetic model
solutions of HA, AA and bovine serum albumin (BSA). BSA and HA showed a dominant fouling with
a permeate flux decline of 50%, whereas AA showed minimal fouling due to its hydrophilic nature [40].
When comparing BSA and HA feed solutions, higher deposits were detected for BSA feed solution (i.e.,
35.2% higher carbon mass); and the analysis of fouled membrane proved the penetration of organic
compounds through the membrane pores when using HA feed solution [40].

It was demonstrated that the aggregation of the HA and the increase of membrane fouling is
favored with the addition of multivalent cations and the increase of electrolyte (NaCl) concentration in
the feed aqueous solution. Multivalent cations including Calcium (Ca2+) are known to form complexes
with NOM and interact specifically with humic carboxyl functional groups reducing the humic charge
and the electrostatic repulsion forces between humic macromolecules resulting in aggregates in NF or
MF processes [60,63].

Some studies showed the irreversibility of organic fouling in DCMD [11,31]. However, other
studies claimed the reversibility/cleaning of organic fouling, e.g., the complexes formed by calcium
ion (Ca2+) and organic matter that precipitates only on membrane surface forming a thin deposit layer,
which is eliminated completely by a simple cleaning with water and with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide
solution [42]. It was reported that cleaning the membrane by a simple flushing with deionized water
through the feed channel at a flow velocity of around 1 m·s−1 permitted the recovery of up to 98% of
permeate flux [40].

Gryta [64] proved that organic fouling can be prevented if a specific pretreatment is applied.
Before the MD treatment of wastewater originated from heparin production from intestinal mucous,
Gryta [64] separated these materials by boiling during 30 min followed by their separation after
filtration. Srisurichan, et al. [42] studied the HA fouling in MD and reported that greater fouling and
severe permeate flux decline (i.e., ratio of final and initial permeate fluxes, J/Jo = 0.57) was observed
after 18 h of operation in presence of high concentration of CaCl2 (≈3.775 mM) in which large amounts
of HA were present in coagulate form.

3.1.2. Inorganic Fouling

Inorganic fouling in MD is due to the precipitation and crystallization of salts present in the
used aqueous feed solutions. In the case of desalination of seawater, crystallization fouling is
attributed mainly to sodium chloride (NaCl), which is the predominant salt in the feed solution
other than the divalent ions such as calcium or magnesium salts. It is worth noting that sodium
chloride can precipitate as halite (i.e., cubic crystals of NaCl), while calcium sulfate precipitates
following its hydration, in the form of anhydrite (CaSO4), hemihydrate (CaSO4· 12 H2O) or gypsum
(CaSO4·2H2O) [65]. Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) precipitates as calcite (cubic crystals of CaCO3) and it
is usually found in the form of rhombohedron, which is the most thermodynamically stable form of all
other varieties such as aragonite (less stable than calcite) and vaterite (spherical crystals of CaCO3) [65].

It is to be noted that the concentration and temperature polarization may have a major influence
on inorganic fouling in MD. For a salt whose solubility decreases with increasing temperature (e.g.,
CaCO3, CaSO4, BaSO4) the temperature polarization phenomenon induces the formation of these
salt(s) crystals in the bulk feed and not on the membrane surface provided that the temperature at the
membrane surface is lower. On the other hand, for salts whose solubility increases with increasing
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temperature (e.g., NaCl), the concentration and temperature polarization phenomena encourage the
formation of crystals on the membrane surface, where the concentration is higher and temperature is
lower and not in the bulk feed, where the temperature is higher and concentration is lower.

Basically, the carbonic system is derived from the dissolution of carbon dioxide and carbonate
minerals in water. Thus, carbonate is a weak acid-base system, which exists in aqueous solutions as
dissolved carbon dioxide CO2aq. carbonic acid (H2CO3), bicarbonate (HCO3

−), carbonate ions (CO3
2−)

and complexes of these ions such as CaHCO3
+,CaCO3 [65]. Dissolved carbon dioxide is hydrated in a

few minutes according to the reaction (CaCO3aq + H2O⇔ CO2, H2O). The term H2CO3 refers to the
composite form, which is the sum of the activities of molecularly dissolved carbon dioxide CO2aq, and
the hydrated form CO2, H2O.

In MD literature, research studies on inorganic fouling have focused on the treatment of aqueous
solutions containing NaCl by VMD using hollow fiber membranes [66] or by DCMD using flat sheet
membranes [67]. It was detected a limited permeate flux decline of about 30% to 35% at concentrations
ranging from 15 to 300 g/L. When the salts crystallize on the membrane surface, these can cover the
pores and reduce the effective area available for vapor-liquid interface reducing subsequently the
permeate flux. On the other hand, another negative effect is the possible partial or total wetting of the
membrane pores.

He, et al. [34] did not observe any decrease of the permeate flux even for very high calcium
sulfate and calcium carbonate aqueous solutions [35]. In the most unfavorable case, the decrease
of the permeate flux was only 11% after 6 h of DCMD operation of a feed solution containing both
calcium sulfate and calcium carbonate with the saturation index (SI) 1.21 and 49 at 75 ◦C, respectively.
The treatment with HCl acid to reduce the pH value and limit the precipitation of carbonates was
not necessary [35]. However, Gryta, et al. [68] observed a high decline of the permeate flux due
to the blockage of the membrane pores when wastewater was concentrated in salts up to 48.9 g/L
(mainly NaCl in presence of other salts like Mg, K and Ca) [68]. The effect of the salts crystallization
on pore wetting was detected by Gryta [33,69] who found a significant wetting of pores in the
presence of CaCO3 crystals when treating water containing organic matter (TDS = 409–430 mg·L−1,
TOC = 6.8–8.5 mg·L−1). This phenomenon led to a decrease of the permeate flux and an increase of
the salts concentration of the permeate. Moreover, the precipitation of calcium carbonate may lead
to the degassing of CO2 that eventually is transported through the membrane pores to the permeate
according to the following reactions: 2HCO3

− ⇔ H2O + CO2↑ + CO3
2−; CO3

2− + Ca2+ ⇒ CaCO3↓;
2HCO3

− + Ca2+ Heat→ H2O + CO2↑ + CaCO3↓ [35].
When salts are precipitated, these can be removed by a simple circulation of water tangentially to

the membrane [34]. He, et al. [35] cleaned the membranes by washing first with HCl (e.g., elimination
of CaCO3 by reducing the pH) then with pure water (e.g., elimination of salts by dissolution) followed
by membrane drying. However, the mixture of different salts can form a more compact agglomerate
difficult to be detached from the membrane [35].

Tun, et al. [70] and Yun, et al. [71] showed the evolution of the permeate flux with the precipitation
of a mixture of Na2SO4 and NaCl salts. The first step is the gradual decline of the permeate flux
until reaching the saturation point in which the reduction of is more significant; then a new regime
corresponding to low permeate flux occurs when the membrane is almost completely covered by the
salts [70,71].

Guillen-Burrieza, et al. [41] investigated the effects of membrane scaling (i.e., salt deposition) on
the properties of two commercial hydrophobic membranes (i.e., PTFE and PVDF) [41]. It was proved
that hydrophobic PVDF and PTFE membranes were not immune to fouling by salt deposition but
behaved differently against it [41]. All the used characterization techniques to detect salt deposition
showed significant scaling (i.e., presence of NaCl, MgSiO3, MgCO3 and CaCO3) starting from the first
week of seawater desalination. Figure 2 shows the cross sectional SEM images of the PTFE and PVDF
membranes after the 4th week of seawater exposure. It was found that the thickness of the salt layer
deposited on the membrane surface was about 7 µm for the PTFE membrane having a thickness of
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50 µm (Figure 2a) and about 4 µm for the PVDF membrane having a thickness of 23 µm. Similarly,
the PVDF membrane with 200 µm thickness showed a salt layer near 15 µm thick (Figure 2b) while
the PVDF membrane having 125 µm thickness had about 10 µm thick salt layer [41]. In order to
further understand the effects of salt deposition on MD parameters, the mechanical strength, pore
size distribution and gas permeability of the membranes were evaluated before and after inorganic
fouling. It was proved that inorganic fouling not only altered the membrane’s properties but also the
MD performance (i.e., permeate flux and salt rejection) [41].
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Figure 2. Cross sectional SEM images after the 4th week of seawater exposure for (a,b) PTFE membrane
(with 0.2 µm pore size and PP nonwoven support, purchased from Thermoscientific) and (c,d) PVDF
membrane (with 0.45 µm pore size and no support, purchased from Thermoscientific). Reproduced
with permission from [41], Copyright Elsevier, 2013.

In order to prevent inorganic fouling, desalination can be carried out using a hybrid process,
namely membrane crystallization, that combines both crystallization of salts and MD [70,72–75]. In this
hybrid process crystallization of salts is carried out in a separate tank and the formed crystals are
eliminated leading to a conversion rate very close to 100% [73].

3.1.3. Biofouling

Biofouling or biological fouling refers to the growth of bacteria or micro-organisms on the
membrane surface (see Figure 3) and biological particles or colloidal species that may be trapped at
both the membrane surface and/or pores forming a biofilm [69]. This type of fouling has been less
studied in MD compared to other membrane processes such as MF.

It is necessary to point out that there are two types of micro-organisms: aerobic bacteria and
anaerobic bacteria. For the aerobic bacteria (pseudomonas faecalis) the operating conditions such
as the high temperatures applied in MD are unfavorable to its growth. However, in the case of
anaerobic bacteria (Streptococcus faecalis) and fungi (Aspergillus fungi) the high temperatures applied in
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MD are favorable to their reproduction and growth. In addition, Streptococcus faecalis can penetrate
through the membrane pores [64,76]. Therefore, pretreatment by NF and addition of hypochloric acid
(pH = 5) completely prevented this type fouling, even after long-term operation (i.e., after 1400 h of
operation [76]).
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Figure 3. SEM micrograph of the micro-organisms (nonfermenting gram-negative rods) in the deposit
collected from the distillate tank walls. Reproduced with permission from [69], Copyright Elsevier, 2005.

It is worth noting that EPS (i.e., extracellular polymeric substances) excreted by the bacteria are
the major structural components of biofilms and are very difficult to remove [14,77,78]. The biofilm
structure containing EPS with amphiphilic properties induces the membrane pore wetting leakage of
feed solutes to the permeate side [15].

MD bioreactor (MDBR) consists of a MD module submerged in an aerobic–thermophilic bioreactor
where the bacteria break down and consume the inorganic and organic solutes, thereby maintaining
the functionality of the MD membrane module. However, due to the biomass, biofouling is a problem
in MDBR as it is in conventional membrane bioreactors (MBRs). Goh, et al. [79] who used an MDBR
with submerged flat sheet PVDF membranes for the treatment of synthetic wastewater, observed a
permeate flux decline of 5.9% over 3 days of operation and 51% over 23 days. Confocal microscopy
(CM) indicated a biofouling layer thickness of 2–8 mm after 7 days of operation and 20 mm after
22 days [79]. It was concluded that the thin biofouling layer did not significantly affect the resistance
to heat transfer but it is resistant to mass transfer [3]. In another study, Goh, et al. [80] analyzed
biofouling in cross-flow MD considering two sludges having different hydrophilicities. Compared to
distilled water used as feed, it was observed a permeate flux decline for both sludges of 60% over 180 h.
CM indicated a thickness of the biofouling layer after 180 h of 7.4–15.1 mm for the more hydrophilic
sludge and 8.1–14.4 mm for the less hydrophilic one.

3.2. Fouling in OD

Similar to DCMD, OD operates under atmospheric pressure using porous and hydrophobic
membranes but under the same temperature at both the feed and permeate aqueous solutions. Fouling
investigation in OD has received less attention compared to MD as it can be drawn from the number
of published papers summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Published studies on membrane fouling in OD and OMD for different membrane materials and types (dp: pore size; ε: porosity; δ: thickness; Tf: Feed
temperature; Tp: Permeate temperature; v: feed velocity (or φ: feed flow rate); Jp: Permeate flux; FDn: Normalized flux decline) [4,81–86].

OD/OMD
Membrane

Material
and Type

dp
(µm) E (%) δ (µm) Foulant (s) Tf/Tp (◦C) v (m·s−1)

Jp

(kg·m−2·h−1)
FDn (%) Observations Ref.

OD

PTFE
Flat-sheet

0.2
0.45

1
80 178

Phenolic
compounds
from crude
olive mill

wastewater

30 500 rpm
2.64–2.23
3.01–2.64
3.86–2.85

15%
13%
26%

The decrease of the permeate flux with
time is more obvious for the membrane
which pore size of 1 µm.

[81]

0.2 78 8.5 Tomato puree 20–24 φ: 0.5
L·min−1

1.25 for 6 wt %
0.7 for 21.5 wt % -

Tomatoes are composed of 95% water,
3–4% carbohydrate, 0.51% protein and
0.1–0.3% fat.

[82]

0.2
0.45
1.2

- -
Phenolic

content of red
grape juice

35 - 8–4 84%
Initial juice concentration 5 ◦Brix.
Initial concentration of stripping
solution 50 wt % CaCl2.

[83]

PVDF
Hollow

fiber

0.2 75 125 Glucose 25, 35, 45 0.4; 0.6; 0.8

1.67 to 4.73
Concentration
factor: From 30

to 40 ◦Brix

- Feed concentration and brine velocity
have significant effect on OD permeate
flux (while the brine concentration was
remained constant)
Their effects depend on the range of
the feed concentration.

[4]

0.2 64 170 Glucose 25, 35, 45 0.2; 0.4; 0.5

1.00 to 2.87
Concentration
factor: From 45

to 60 ◦Brix

-

PP 0.2 - 125 Apple juice 23–33 φ: 10
L·min−1 From 2.25 to 0.9 71%

OD can be almost free from fouling
due to the hydrophobic OD membrane.
Few substances (e.g., fat and wax) may
stick to the membrane surface.

[84]

OMD

PTFE
Flat-sheet 0.2 80 178

Phenolic
compounds
from crude
olive mill

wastewater

40/20 500 rpm From 3.9 to 1.3 13.5%
Membrane fouling is of less
importance when using OMD by PTFE
membranes.

[81]

PP Hollow
fiber 0.04 40 40

Crystals
formed from

Na2CO3

40/20
φ: 1.4, 0.6,

0.45
L·min−1

From 0.12 to
0.078 30%

Membrane scaling was observed is due
of the accumulation of crystals on the
membrane surface.

[86]
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As stated previously, polarization phenomena exert a major influence on fouling and scaling.
According to Bui, et al. [87], who quantified the effects of the concentration and temperature
polarization in OD using glucose solutions and PVDF hollow fiber membranes, found that the
polarization phenomena contributed up to 18% of the permeate flux reduction. In OD, provided that
both sides of the membranes are brought in contact with the feed aqueous solution to be treated and
the osmotic solution in the permeate side, polarization effects are more significant than in DCMD [87].
In a similar study, Bui and Nguyen [84] used PP membranes to concentrate an apple juice solution
and observed a permeate flux decline from 2.25 to 0.9 kg/m2h. This was explained by the grip of
some substances (e.g., fat and wax) to the membrane surface. Cleaning using filtered water and NaOH
(0.1–1%) aqueous solution in the feed side of the OD system was carried out to recover the initial
permeate flux.

Durham and Nguyen [82] used Gore-tex PTFE membrane and Gelman 11104/2TPR (a cross
linked acrylic fluorourethane copolymer) to concentrate tomato puree by OD and to study membrane
fouling due to the adhesion of fatty components, tomato pigments, lycopene and beta carotene to
the membrane surface. Tomatoes are composed of 95% water, 3–4% carbohydrate, 0.51% protein
and 0.1–0.3% fat [88,89]. It was found that the permeate flux decreased from 1.25 kg/m2h when
the feed solution contained 6% of Tomato to 0.7 kg/m2h when the feed contained 21.5% of tomato.
The repetitive fouling and cleaning of the membrane with either water, P3 Ultrasil 56 or 1% NaOH
resulted in membrane pore wetting allowing salt leakage into the feed after only 2 to 3 cleaning
runs [82]. The authors claimed that Gelman 11104/2TPR membrane was more suitable than Gore-tex
PTFE membrane for the concentration of tomato puree by OD [82].

El-Abbassi, et al. [81] evaluated PTFE membranes fouling in OD by comparing the measured water
permeate flux before and after crude olive mill waste water (OMW) treatment. This was expressed by
means of the permeate flux reduction rate (FR) defined as [81]:

FR(%) =

(
1− DWFa

DWFb

)
× 100 (2)

where DWFa and DWFb are respectively the water permeate flux after and before OD of OMW treatment
under the same operating conditions.

It was found that FR depended on the membrane pore size (i.e., 2.94, 4.02 and 4.14% for the
membranes TF200 (0.2 µm pore size), TF450 (0.45 µm pore size) and TF1000 (1 µm pore size),
respectively). However, in all cases all the used PTFE membranes showed a high fouling resistance
and FR did not exceed 5%. The decrease of the permeate flux with time was more obvious for the
membrane TF1000 that exhibited the highest permeate flux (i.e., the permeate flux decreased by 15%,
13% and 26% for the membranes TF200, TF450 and TF1000, respectively; after 280 min of OMW
treatment by OD) [81].

Kujawski, et al. [83] applied OD for the dehydration of red grape juice of different concentrations
(5–20 ◦Brix) at 35 ◦C using three PTFE membranes with different pore sizes (0.2, 0.45 and 1.2 µm) and
calcium chloride CaCl2 solution (50 wt %) as stripping solutions. The permeate fluxes of 5 ◦Brix red
grape juice decreased from ≈8 to ≈4 kg/m2h during 550 min of operating time and the permeate
fluxes of the membranes having smaller pore size (0.2 µm) were slightly higher due to less surface
fouling and pore blockage. The suspended particles with a size bigger than 0.2 µm can adhere easily
and block the membrane pores with 0.45 and 1.2 µm size.

3.3. Fouling in OMD

Fouling in OMD may occur following the same mechanisms mentioned previously in DCMD and
OD fouling, provided that OMD is a non-isothermal process using an osmotic solution in the permeate
side of a porous and hydrophobic membrane. Similar to any other membrane process, the presence
of fouling in OMD may vary according to the nature of the feed solution to be treated and the
characteristics of the used membrane. It is worth noting that fouling investigation in OMD has received
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little attention as can be concluded from the number of published papers summarized in Table 3. It
was reported that fouling in OMD comprises a major obstacle for its industrial implementation and
the determination of the OMD performance during long-term run is required [7].

El-Abbassi, et al. [81] used the OMD process to treat OMW with PTFE membranes of different
pore sizes (TF200, TF450 and TF1000) at 40 ◦C feed temperature and 20 ◦C of 5 M CaCl2 osmotic
permeate solution. To study membrane fouling, OMD experiments were carried out using distilled
water as feed before and after each OMW treatment [81]. Long-term experiments of 30 h OMW
processing were performed. The permeate flux showed a decrease from 3.9 to 1.3 L/m2h (i.e., a decline
of 67%). However, after rinsing the fouled membrane with distilled water, a reduction of only 5.7% of
the permeate flux of water was detected indicating that membrane fouling is of less importance when
using OMD for the treatment of OMW by PTFE membranes [81].

In a recent study, Ruiz Salmón, et al. [86] conducted OMD-crystallization to obtain Na2CO3·10H2O
as a solid product using NaCl as an osmotic solution and a feed solution containing Na2CO3. A hollow
fiber PP membrane with an effective pore size of 0.04 µm and a porosity of 40% was employed. The feed
temperature ranged between 20 and 40 ◦C while that of permeate was kept at room temperature.
Different experiments were carried out varying the concentration of Na2CO3 and NaCl in the feed and
permeate, respectively. A decrease of the permeate flux was detected during the first minute of each
experiment, and scaling was observed in some experiments due to the accumulation of crystals on the
membrane surface, coming from the feed reservoir because of the recirculation of the feed stream [86].

4. Characterization Techniques for Fouling Analysis

Fouling affects directly both the hydrophobic membrane surface and its pores reducing the MD,
OD and OMD separation performances. In order to understand fouling mechanisms in these processes
and mitigate therefore their effects chemical and structural characterization must be performed using
different techniques. Some of them are currently used in MD, but to a lesser extent than in OD
and OMD. Other techniques are not used yet in any of these processes, but are cited for the sake of
recommendation provided that they have been considered in other membrane separation processes
such as RO, NF and UF. The following characterization techniques include those that permit us to
figure out the presence or absence of fouling, thickness of fouling layer and its effect on membrane
morphological characteristics; and those that allow us to quantify different fouling components.

4.1. Visual Analysis

The fouled membrane can be initially inspected using a light microscope equipped with a digital
camera focused on the feed side of the fouled membrane. This visual analysis was successfully used
for flat sheet membranes in order to observe in situ particles deposition with time. With this technique
it is impossible to visualize neither the thickness of the fouling layer nor the fouling composition, and
only particles whose size is greater than 1 µm can be detected [15].

4.2. Microscopy Techniques

Several electronic microscopy techniques can be used to characterize the morphological structure
of porous membranes (top and bottom surfaces for flat sheet membranes, internal and external
surfaces of capillaries and hollow fiber membranes as well as their cross-sections). These techniques
include scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), field emission
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), etc. By means of these
techniques, various membrane parameters can be determined such as the membrane mean pore size,
pore density, pore size distribution, surface porosity, roughness, fouling particles size and thickness of
the fouling layer. These characteristics permit us to detect the presence or absence of foulants on the
membrane surface.
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4.2.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX)

SEM is one of the most used techniques to study both membrane surface and its cross-
section [90–93]. In this technique, with the electron/sample interactions and the reflected electrons
high resolution topographical images of fouled membranes are provided [94]. First, liquid nitrogen
is used to freeze the membrane sample that is subsequently broken in small pieces [2,15]. Then
the sample is coated with a layer of gold, carbon or platinum by sputtering to render it electrically
conductive [15,95]. It must be pointed out that due to both immersion in liquid nitrogen and coating,
the fouled membrane sample limits the use of this technique for fouling characterization because it
gives the sample some artifacts and damages changing the fouling layer characteristics [2,15,96]. More
details on this technique can be found in [2,15].

In addition, energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy can be applied together with SEM to
analyze the composition and crystallographic nature of the membrane sample [94]. The principle of
this technique relies on the interaction of a source of X-ray excitation and the metal coated sample.
In this case, when an incident electron bombards an atom of the sample and knocks out an electron
from the outer layer of the metal coated sample, a vacancy or hole is left in this layer. If an electron
from another layer fills this vacancy (electron transitions), then X-rays are emitted. These transitions
are characteristic of each chemical element [94].

4.2.2. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

This microscopy technique may be considered complementary to SEM mainly when the fouling
structures are too small to be detected by SEM [97,98]. It is also adequate to study the presence of
fouling particles inside the membrane pores. In this technique, a sufficiently accelerated electron beam
collides with a thin sample (i.e., about ten nanometers). Depending on the sample thickness and the
type of atoms forming it, some electrons cross the sample directly and others pass through it but are
diverted. After passing the sample the electrons are collected and focused by a lens to form a final
image on a CCD camera with a high definition. If the image is formed from the transmitted beam,
which has not undergone scattering, then the image of the object is dark on a bright background.
On the other hand, if the scattered electrons are used in this case, the image appears bright on a dark
background. Therefore, these two techniques are called image formation in a clear field and in a dark
field, respectively; the first one is the most used. More details on this technique can be found in [99].

Among the followed procedures to prepare transparent specimens to electrons, the most important
and most used one is based on a mechanical thinning of the material in a very controlled way.
This produces a flat specimen of a few microns thick with a flawless surface, which is then subjected to
ionic surface polishing at low angle and low energy to achieve extremely thin areas ready for TEM
observation. Ultramicrotomy is another technique used to produce TEM specimens, usually reserved
for soft materials. The procedure consists of cutting sample slices using diamond blade. Polymeric
samples of about 50 nm thickness can be prepared. Samples can be cut in a temperature range between
−180 ◦C and ambient temperature depending on the characteristics of the material.

It is worth noting that TEM is not applied yet in MD, OD and OMD fouling analysis due to the
necessity to prepare extremely thin samples to be transparent to electrons affecting considerably the
fouling layer.

4.2.3. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

AFM is one of the advanced techniques used for characterization of the membrane surface without
requiring any previous sample preparation. Unlike conventional optical or electron microscopy, AFM
requires physical interaction between a probe with a sharp tip and the sample surface. It is possible to
work in contact, non-contact or intermittent contact mode to get the three-dimensional topographical
images of the membrane surface. The measurements can be made in different media: air, liquid,
vacuum, controlled atmosphere, etc. The AFM probe scans the sample onto which a laser beam is
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directed and reflected onto a four-quadrant photodiode. The feedback controller evaluates the signal
coming out of the photodiode. Moreover, piezoelectric elements are included in the scan head to
ensure precise nanoscale motion [100]. Comprehensive information on this technique can be found
in [101,102].

In general, AFM technique is used to determine surface roughness parameters, mean pore size,
pore size distribution, surface porosity and pore density of both new and fouled membranes [101].
This technique is commonly used for characterization of MD membranes. As an example,
Zarebska, et al. [103] used AFM morphological analysis to understand the observed decrease in
contact angle and surface charge of PTFE and PP membranes used in MD. The three-dimensional AFM
pictures of virgin and fouled PTFE and PP membranes with model manure solution and pig manure
after sieving with MF and UF showed that the foulants accumulate in the “valleys” leading to a drop
of surface roughness [103].

4.2.4. Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM)

CLSM technique is used to analyze both the surface and internal structure of the membrane
based on the fluorescence emitted by a sample after its irradiation by a laser beam, obtaining three
dimensional images of the samples. It permits us to increase the optical resolution and contrast by
means of eliminating the out-of-focus light, achieving a controlled and highly limited depth of focus.
CLSM is a non-destructive technique allowing in situ visualization of membranes and one of the
most important techniques in the field of fluorescence imaging and scanning to obtain high-resolution
optical images [15,104].

CLSM is basically used to take images of membrane biofouling, combining the laser scanning
method with the 3D detection of biological objects labeled with fluorescent markers. It runs by focusing
a laser beam onto a small sample of the fouled membrane and then the reflected light is detected
by a photodetection device. The images are then acquired point-by-point and reconstructed with a
computer, allowing three-dimensional reconstructions of topologically complex objects [15,104]. More
details on this technique can be found in [105,106].

It is worth noting that few authors used this technique to characterize the membrane biofouling.
Yuan, et al. [106] used CLSM to observe the growth of biofouling layer in osmotic membrane bioreactors
(OMBRs). The CLSM images showed that during OMBRs operation the variation of the quantity and
distribution of polysaccharides, proteins and microorganisms in the biofouling layer were significantly
different. Ferrando, et al. [107] used CLSM to determine the fouling produced during the filtration
of protein solutions. Other authors considered this technique to validate the efficiency of membrane
cleaning [108,109]. However, this technique is not applied yet in MD, OD and OMD fouling analysis.

4.3. Contact Angle

In general, contact angle measurement is considered to quantify the hydrophobic character of
the membranes used in MD, OD and OMD. It can be used to determine the hydrophobicity reduction
of the membrane caused by fouling. To carry out this measurement, the sample does not require any
previous preparation. The tip of a syringe is placed near the sample surface and then depressed so
that a constant liquid drop volume (i.e., distilled water) of about 2 µL is deposited on it. Images of
the drop are taken by a camera and a specific software permits to determine the liquid contact angles.
A mean value together with its standard deviation are finally calculated from more than ten to fifteen
readings [2]. In addition to the water contact angle, the same system can be used to measure the
surface tension of the membrane and then figure out its change depending on the adsorbed foulants
compared to new membrane. More details on this technique can be found in [2,110].

Various authors have used this membrane surface characterization technique before and after
carrying out the separation process. According to Guillen-Burrieza, et al. [111] a clear decrease of the
water contact angle value from an average of 129◦ for the virgin PTFE membrane to 108◦ for the fouled
one (i.e., scaling) was observed. Sanmartino, et al. [112] also detected smaller water contact angles of
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fouled PTFE membranes (TF200 and TF450) than those of new ones. The membrane having higher
values of crystallization fouling factor exhibited the lower value of the water contact angle. Zarebska,
et al. [58] measured the water contact angles of new and fouled PP membranes used in MD. Figure 4
shows the water drops on the surface of these membranes. A clear water contact angle reduction from
142◦ for the clean PP membrane to 91◦ for the fouled membrane. It was claimed that the loss of the
membrane hydrophobicity was attributed to partial wetting of the membrane due to fouling deposit
(i.e., inorganic ions, proteins and/or peptides and microorganisms present in pig manure).
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Figure 4. (a) Water droplet on clean flat sheet polypropylene (PP) membrane; (b) Water droplet on
flat sheet PP membrane fouled by pig manure. Reproduced with permission from [58], Copyright
Elsevier, 2014.

4.4. Infrared Thermography Technique (IRT)

IRT is a non-contact method that permits, through the infrared radiation emitted by objects,
the measurement of the surface temperature and its distribution [113]. Before using this technique,
the membrane sample must be dried, assuming that the temperature is affected by the humidity, and
the temperature on the membrane surface must be determined correctly. In this method, an IR camera
obtains infrared images due to IR radiation coming from the fouled membrane [114]. It permits the
measurements of the emissivity of foulant(s) and membrane surface temperature. More details on this
technique can be found in [113,115].

The aim of using this technique is to distinguish between foulants having metallic properties from
those that are non-metallic, as can be seen in Figure 5 [115]. The results obtained with this technique
were compared to those obtained with SEM-EDX analysis to corroborate the ability of the IRT technique
to figure out whether a foulant was metallic or non-metallic in nature. Ndukaife, et al. [115] used IRT
technique to study fouling of an UF flat sheet membrane. Different fouling experiments were realized
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using an aqueous feed solution containing an aluminum oxide nanoparticle. The results showed that
the technique could detect the modifications that occur on the membrane surface after desalination
process due to foulants deposition. The emissivity of the membrane surface depended on the fouled
surface roughness and the composition of the foulant(s) [115]. It is to be noted that no fouling analysis
was carried out yet with IRT in MD, OD and OMD processes.
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Figure 5. 3D plots showing emissivity values of various locations on the fouled membranes at 1833 ppm
feed concentrations of the synthetic feed water alongside SEM images and EDX analysis (a,b) aluminum;
and (c,d) aluminum oxide. Comparison of images obtained by (e) IRT and (f) SEM. Adapted with
permission from [115], Copyright Elsevier, 2015.
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4.5. Ultrasonic Time Domain Reflectometry (UTDR)

UTDR is a non-invasive technique used to monitor the deposition of combined organic and
colloidal fouling on membrane surface [116]. This does not require any sample preparation and is
based on the propagation of mechanical waves. The reflection and transmission can occur when an
ultrasonic wave encounters an interface between two media. More details can be found in [116–118].
UTDR technique coupled with differential signal analysis was used to investigate the combined
fouling deposition processes on membrane surface [118]. The steady-state waveform of distilled water
was considered as the reference and the waveform of fouled membrane was considered as the test
waveform. The difference between the two signals represented the signal of the fouling layer. UTDR
was used for fouling detection by different authors in filtration processes. As an example, Li, et al. [116]
investigated the fouling behavior of mixed silica–BSA solution and silica–NaCl solution using UTDR
technique in NF membranes (see Figure 6). The UTDR results of NF experiments showed that the
fouling layer obtained from the combined organic–colloidal fouling (mixed silica and bovine serum
albumin (BSA) and silica and NaCl solution) was denser than that obtained from the colloidal fouling
layer in the presence of NaCl. The formation of the denser fouling layer was due to the electrostatic
interactions between foulants and membrane surface as well as the electrostatic interactions among
the foulants due to absorption of BSA onto silica [116]. Taheri, et al. [119] used UTDR technique to
provide a good estimation of the fouling layer thickness formed during RO tests. Xu, et al. [120]
described the extension of UTDR as a non-invasive fouling monitoring technique used for the real-time
measurement of particle deposition in a single hollow fiber membrane during MF. Tung, et al. [121]
used a high-frequency 50-MHz ultrasound system to measure the fouling distribution in spiral wound
UF and RO membrane modules. It is necessary to point out that this technique has not been applied
yet in MD, OD and OMD fouling.
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Figure 6. Ultrasonic signal responses of the clean NF membrane (blue line) and differential signals
(red line) obtained at 300 min of fouling operation with the feed solution of 1000 mg/L silica and
1000 mg/L NaCl under a constant pressure operation. Adapted with permission from [116], Copyright
Elsevier, 2015.

4.6. Zeta Potential

Fouling can change the membrane surface charge and by measuring the zeta potential of new
and fouled membranes one can evaluate the possibility of foulant(s) to adhere or not to the membrane
surface. It is a measure of the magnitude of electrostatic repulsion or attraction between particles.
In general, zeta potential is a key indicator of the stability of colloidal particles and it is a good method
to describe double-layer properties of colloidal dispersions [15,103]. Various factors affect the zeta
potential such as the concentration, composition, temperature and pH of the solution as well as the
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membrane surface properties (i.e., charge, roughness, chemical heterogeneity, etc.) [122]. Therefore, it
is a useful technique to determine whether a membrane is modified in order to improve the considered
process performance. The determination of the zeta potential can be carried out using several methods
such as the streaming potential, vibrational potential, electrophoresis, electro-osmosis, etc. For fouling
characterizations streaming potential and electrophoresis are the most considered methods [123].

Electrophoresis is the movement of charged particles or polyelectrolytes in a liquid under the
influence of an external electric field. The electrophoretic mobility of a charged particle is determined
by the balance of electrical and viscous forces that could be used to determine the zeta potential.
The streaming potential is measured when the electrolyte solution is forced with a known pressure
through a channel [124]. A resulting voltage is measured between electrode probes on either side of
the channel and compared with the voltage at zero applied pressure. The streaming potential can be
related to the zeta potential by factors that include the electrical conductivity, fluid viscosity and the
structure of the channel [123]. More experimental details of zeta potential can be found in [122].

Zarebska, et al. [103] measured the streaming zeta potential of PP and PTFE membranes after
their use in MD for the treatment of different pretreated model manure feed solutions. It was stated
that new PP and PTFE exhibited a small negative zeta potential (above−30 mV, at pH ≈ 9). The fouled
PTFE membrane exhibited the more negative zeta potential (above −40 mV, at pH ≈ 9) indicating the
higher electrostatic repulsion between model manure solution and the membrane surface. However,
for the PP after adsorptive fouling with model manure solution the zeta potential was above −15 mV
(at pH ≈ 9) (see Figure 7) suggesting an increased fouling potential due to decreased electrostatic
repulsion between the membrane surface and the model manure solution.
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adsorptive fouling. Reprinted with permission from [103], Copyright Elsevier, 2015.

An et al. [29,30] characterized both commercial and prepared MD membranes by means of zeta
potential at different pH values and claimed that the negatively charged MD membranes were resistant
to dye adsorption and subsequent fouling.
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4.7. X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

XRD is an analytical measurement technique that identifies the crystalline nature of the foulant(s)
either organic or inorganic, polymeric or metallic deposited on the membrane surface. It reveals
important information about the crystal structure, size, shape, etc. Different type of polycrystalline
samples can be measured. The foulants deposited on the membrane surface can be extracted and
ground to a powder form, and then arranged in a very thin layer on a sample holder. On the other
hand, membrane samples can also be measured directly. Both types of samples are usually analyzed
with a diffractometer equipped with monochromatic Cu-Kα radiation [95]. The irradiated crystals
disperse the X-rays only in some determined directions with intensities that depend on how the atoms
are ordered at the microscopic level. With this information, direction and intensity of each ray, it is
able to obtain the molecular structure of crystals. More details on XRD technique and analysis can be
found in [125].

It is necessary to point out that XRD has widely been applied to study membrane fouling [15],
even in MD. As example, Gryta [46] used XRD to analyze the components of scaling on PP membrane.
As can be seen in Figure 8, the spectra showed the presence of calcite crystals when the antiscalant was
not used, and the calcite peak disappeared after using the antiscalant. Kim, et al. [126] characterized
the components making up the crystals formed in the crystallizer of an integrated MD and membrane
crystallization (MDC) system for shale gas produced water (SGPW) treatment.
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4.8. X-ray Fluorescence (XRF)

XRF is a semi-quantitative analytical technique based on wavelength-dispersive spectroscopic
principle similar to an electron microprobe [127,128]. The sample material emits secondary or
fluorescent X-rays after being excited by a primary X-ray source. Each of the elements present
in the sample produces a set of characteristic fluorescent X-rays (i.e., a fingerprint) that is unique for
that specific element, which is why XRF spectroscopy is an excellent technology for elemental and
chemical analysis. This technique requires a previous sample preparation like XRD.
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The utility of this technique in membrane fouling characterization is to determine the elemental
composition of both new and fouled membranes and subsequently figure out the chemical nature of
the deposit(s). This technique is distinguished by its highest accuracy and precision as well as by its
simple and fast sample preparation for the elemental analysis. More details of sample preparation and
procedure concerning this characterization technique can be found in [127,128]. It must be mentioned
that this technique is not used yet for fouling analysis in MD, OD and OMD. However, it was used in
the assessment of long-term fouling of RO membranes [127].

4.9. Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)

ATR-FTIR offers quantitative and qualitative analysis of both organic and inorganic solid and
liquid samples and it is a well-known technique for fouling analysis.

It is a label free technique that provides information on the chemical composition of the fouling
layer [129]. ATR-FTIR measurements only collect signals from the surface and to a depth of 1.6 mm
inside the sample by using a beam splitter KBr and an infrared source employing an attenuated total
reflectance. When the infrared radiation reaches the sample, part of the radiation is absorbed by
the sample and the rest is transmitted through it. The resulting signal in the detector is a spectrum
representing the molecular “fingerprint” of the sample. The utility of infrared spectroscopy is the fact
that different chemical structures (molecules) produce different spectral traces. The Fourier transform
converts the output of the detector into an interpretable spectrum that provides information about
chemical bonds and functional group in a molecule. In this technique the sample does not need any
specific type of preparation. Further details about this technique can be found in [103,129].

Thygesen, et al. [129] used ATR-FTIR technique to determine the composition of the fouling
layers deposited on PP and PTFE membranes used for ammonia removal from model manure by MD.
It was proved that the fouling layer was formed by only organic compounds, whereas no indication of
inorganic scaling was detected [129]. Zarebska, et al. [103] used ATR-FTIR to detect functional groups
in PP and PTFE membranes used in MD for the treatment of model manure solution. This technique
showed that fouling layer composition was not uniform across the entire membrane surface and
all the bands found by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy were assigned to organic fouling. Tomaszewska
and Białończyk [130] also used ATR-FTIR method to analyze fouling composition during whey
concentration process by MD. The ATR-FTIR spectra of both clean and fouled PP membrane confirmed
the presence of whey proteins in the fouled membrane structure.

4.10. Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometry (ICP-AES)

ICP-AES is also referred as inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES).
It is a type of emission spectroscopy that uses the inductively coupled plasma to produce excited atoms
and ions that emit electromagnetic radiation at wavelengths characteristic of a particular element. It is
a flame technique with a flame temperature in the range 6000–10,000 K. The intensity of this emission
is indicative of the concentration of the element within the sample. It is used for the detection of trace
metals (e.g., Al, Cu, Fe, Cr, Zn, Ni, B, Mn, etc.) [123,127], being very suitable for inorganic fouling but
it gives only qualitative information. Consequently, it needs to be coupled with additional analytical
methods like atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) mentioned below. ICP-OES technique requires an
exhaustive preparation of the sample before its analysis. This is one of the reasons why it is not a very
used technique in fouling characterization. Very few studies have been conducted using this technique.
For example, Nguyen, et al. [131] used ICP-OES to analyze the inorganic elements accumulated in
the fouling layer of MD membrane used with SWRO brines. A possible sample preparation is the
immersion in an acid solution such as HCl or H2SO4 in order to dissolve the precipitates and transform
them into ionic form or heating the sample in furnace at 550 ◦C for about 16 h followed by a dissolution
in an acid solution (HCl or HNO3) and the subsequent analysis of the obtained solution(s) [123].
ICP-OES is very suitable for inorganic fouling. More details can be found in [123,127].
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4.11. Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS) Analysis

AAS is a spectroanalytical procedure employed for the quantitative determination of chemical
elements in a sample using the absorption of optical radiation (i.e., light) by free atoms in the gaseous
state. It is based on the analyte atomization using different atomizers in a liquid matrix. The electrons
of the atoms in the atomizer can be promoted to higher orbitals (excited state) for a short period of
time (nano-seconds) by absorbing a defined quantity of energy (radiation of a given wavelength).
This amount of energy (i.e., wavelength) is specific to a particular electron transition in a particular
element. In general, each wavelength corresponds to only one element, and the width of an absorption
line is only of the order of a few pico-meters, which gives the technique its elemental selectivity.

The determination of fouling composition by AAS needs the same sample preparation as that
indicated for ICP-OES [123,127]. As it is explained above, for fouling analysis it is usually coupled
with ICP-OES. As an example, Melián-Martel, et al. [127] used this method in the determination of the
long-term fouling of RO membranes.

4.12. Excitation Emission-Matrix Fluorescence Spectroscopy (EEM)

EEM technique has been widely used to characterize dissolved organic matter in water and soil.
It is based on the fluorescence analysis from a sample by using a luminescence spectrometer. A beam
of light, usually ultraviolet light, excites the electrons in molecules of certain compounds and causes
them to emit light. In the field of membrane science, it is useful for the detection of HA and other
organic matter present in fouled membranes. The use of EEM technique demonstrated that changes
in a sample, containing HA, proteins, etc., can considerably change the intensity distribution of the
fluorescence spectra, particularly if strong adsorbant non-fluorescent species are present [132]. Solid
sample slices are directly mounted in the sample compartment of the spectrofluorimeter. More details
on sample preparation and method can be found in [132,133]. To date there has been no MD, OD or
OMD research study in which this technique has been applied.

4.13. Field Flow Fractionation (FFF)

FFF is a technique applied for the separation and characterization of macromolecules,
supramolecular assemblies, colloids and particles. In this separation technique, a field is applied
perpendicularly to the laminar flow of a carrier liquid in order to cause the separation of the particles
present in this liquid, depending on their different mobilities under the force exerted by the field.
The particles change their positions (i.e., levels) and speed depending on their size/mass. Since these
components travel at different speeds, their separation occurs. This separation can be carried out with
a high resolution over a wide size range from 1 nm to 100 µm [134].

Various fields can be applied in FFF depending on the nature of the material to be analyzed
including flow field-flow fractionation (FlF-FF), thermal (ThFFF), electrical (ElFFF), sedimentation
(SdFFF), gravitational (GrFFF), dielectrophoretic (DEP-FFF), acoustic (AcFFF) and magnetic (MgFFF)
field-flow fractionation [134]. Further details on these techniques can be found elsewhere [134,135].

It must be pointed out that FIF-FF is the most commonly used FFF techniques for surface and
polymer analysis. One of the largest areas of active research in FlF-FF is in the area of proteins, bacteria
and sub-cellular structures [134]. Therefore, Fl-FFF can be effectively used to predict biofouling [136].
However, this technique is still not considered in MD, OD or OMD fouling analysis.

5. Methodologies for Membrane Fouling Prevention and Reduction

Different strategies have been adopted to improve the performance of MD, OD and OMD
processes in terms of fouling prevention and extension of the life-time of membranes. These can
be established in two possible ways: (i)—to treat the feed solution by means of pretreatments to
diminish the foulants content or by adding antiscalants to inhibit inorganic scaling during the process;
(ii)—to design fouling resistant membranes with improved MD, OD or OMD performance considering
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membrane modification or to establish systematic membrane cleaning steps during MD, OD and
OMD processes.

5.1. Pretreatment

Appropriate and effective pretreatment is one of the essential keys to improve MD, OD or OMD
processes and minimize their fouling and scaling problems. To date, pretreatment has been claimed
to be the effective method to prevent and control fouling in the MD process [15]. The degree of
pretreatment depends on the type of membrane material, nature of the feed solution, water recovery
level and frequency of membrane cleaning [137,138]. Pretreatment can change the properties (chemical
and/or biological) of the feed solution leading to less fouling formation and improving the permeate
flux, separation factor and life-time of the membrane. Pretreatment techniques and technologies
can be categorized in three types: (i) mechanical; (ii) chemical; (iii) thermal and (iv) combination
of mechanical and chemical or mechanical and thermal procedures. Table 4 summarizes some
pretreatments considered before carrying out MD and OD processes.

Mechanical pretreatment involves physical techniques such as membrane-based filtration (NF,
UF or MF) to reduce suspended solids, colloids, microorganism and organic matter present in feed
aqueous solutions subjected to MD, OD or OMD treatment. It is important to reduce or eliminate these
species previous MD, OD and OMD process in order to minimize membrane fouling and prevent
damage of the membrane. NF and RO permeates after treatment of surface water were used as feed
for MD process, the results showed that the fouling problem was reduced in the MD process [139].
In spite of NF permeate, which still contained a significant amount of carbonate that can form a fouling
layer on the membrane surface, small amounts of HCI (pH = 5) added to the NF permeate permitted
the elimination of this phenomenon in the MD process. When the RO permeate was employed as feed
for the MD process, the problem of fouling was not detected.

Bailey, et al. [140] studied the effect of UF as a pretreatment on the subsequent concentration
of grape juice by OD. UF using membranes with pore diameters of 0.1 µm or less showed an
important enhancement of the permeate flux compared to that observed without using UF pretreatment.
Furthermore, it was found that the content of fermentable sugars, considered as glucose and fructose,
of whole juice was decreased and the removal of proteins with UF resulted in an enhancement of the
juice surface tension and the subsequent reduction of the risk of membrane pore wetting.
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Table 4. Pretreatments considered in MD and OD processes.

Pretreatment MD/OD Set Up Feed Solution Species Addressed Observation Ref.

UF, NF, RO DCMD Surface water (lake) Organic compounds,
suspended solids, colloids

- UF reduced the silt density index from 8 to 2.
- NF removed dissolved organic carbon and the

rejection of hardness between 60% and 87%.
- The rejection of TDS obtained in the RO system was

at a level of 99.7%.

[139]

MF DCMD

Hot brine
City water

contaning salt
(3.5, 6 or 10%) or Seawater

Organic compounds,
Colloids and bacteria

Hydrophobicity of the outside membrane surface was
reduced.
Very limited flux reduction at salts concentration up to
19.5% from seawater.

[141]

UF OD Grape juice Fermentable sugars and
proteins

Increased flux during subsequent concentration of the
permeate by OD and wetting reduction because of
increase in juice surface tension.

[140]

MF followed by degassing LGMD Polluted seawater
Salts, oil, silt, sludge and

unknown organic
compounds

Distillate with high quality and salt separation factors
well above 10.000 have been obtained. [142]

pH contol using HCl at
pH = 4.1 DCMD

Tap water, CaCO3 and
mixed CaCO3/CaSO4

solutions
Hardness CaCO3/CaSO4 Quite stable vapor flux during the experiment time (7 h). [35]

Lime precipitation by
Ca(OH)2, sedimentation

and filtration
DCMD Wastewater CaSO4 and silicon

compound The fouling was significantly diminished. [143]

Coagulation/flocculation
and MF DCMD OMW

Solids and organic
compounds (Phenolic

compounds, Sugar and
Proteins)

MF pre-treatment improved significantly the DCMD
permeate flux compared to coagulation/flocculation
pre-treatment.

[85]

Thermal softening
followed by filtration DCMD Tap/ground/lake water Hardness (bicarbonate) HCO3 ions was lowered 2–3 times by keeping water at

the boiling point for 15 min. [144]

Sedimentation and UF
Boiling and MF DCMD Bilge water/saline

wastewater
Hardness, organic

compounds and proteins

Sedimentation and UF showed a significant flux decline.
But boiling and MF pretreatment avoided the rapid
flux decline.

[33]

Coagulation, filtration,
acidification and

degasification
DCMD Recirculating Cooling

Water

organic matter (NOM),
total phosphorus (TP) and
suspended substance (SS)

About 23% of improvement of flux was obtained by using
coagulation pretreatment after 30 days of operation. [145]

UF with coagulation VMD
RO-concentrated

wastewater from steel
plant

Mainly hardness and
Organic matter

The flux was 30% higher when the pretreatment was used
and the CODcr removal reached 40%. [56]
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Recently, Jansen, et al. [142] used filtration (i.e., 10 µm pore size) followed by degassing as
pretreatments to LGMD pilot plant and obtained high quality distillate. It was reported that the effect
of degassing on the MD process was not conclusive, even though all the results showed that degassing
had a positive effect on the permeate flux.

Chemical pretreatment has been focused on bacteria, hardness scale and oxidizing agents for
their inhibition, destruction or reduction. It involves several methods such as coagulation, flocculation,
precipitation, softening, pH control, etc.

He, et al. [35] applied acidification with HCl (pH = 4.1) in order to mitigate membrane scaling in
DCMD. The results showed a quite stable permeate flux during the DCMD operating time (i.e., 7 h)
proving that the acidification with HCl reduced the concentration of HCO3

− or CO2
3
− in the feed

aqueous solution due to the neutralization by H+ following this reaction (H+ + HCO3
−→ H2O + CO2).

El-Abbassi, et al. [85] employed coagulation/flocculation and MF as pre-treatment processes
for the treatment of OMW by DCMD. It was found that MF was the optimum pretreatment to be
integrated to DCMD for OMW compared to coagulation/flocculation. MF allowed a reduction of
about 30% of the total solids, whereas coagulation/flocculation permitted only 23% of the total solids.

Thermal pretreatment was considered to remove most bicarbonate from water, which in turn
reduced the amount of precipitate formed during MD process. Thermal softening pretreatment or
boiling followed by filtration was used to reduce the concentration of HCO3

− ion below the level of
0.6 mmol/L (i.e., lowered 2–3 times) by keeping water at the boiling [144]. Gryta [33] investigated the
effect of boiling and filtration of saline wastewater containing proteins to limit the intensity of fouling
in DCMD. Two pretreatments were investigated: (i) sedimentation followed by UF and the obtained
UF permeate was used as a feed for DCMD process, so that the results showed a significant permeate
flux decrease; (ii) wastewater was boiled for 30 min and after cooling at room temperature after 12 h it
was filtered through a filter paper and the result showed that TOC concentration decreased from 2780
to 1120 mg TOC/dm3 while the solution turbidity was reduced from 68.1 to 14.3 NTU. This proved
that the thermal pretreatment followed by filtration permitted to avoid the rapid permeate flux decline
and allowed to remove proteins foulants from the feed, therefore minimizing their precipitation on the
membrane surface.

Wang, et al. [145] studied the performance and the effect of coagulation pretreatment on the
efficiency of MD process for desalination of recirculating cooling water (RCW). Coagulation, filtration,
acidification and degasification units were used in this study. Poly-aluminum chloride (PACl) used as
coagulant was effective to remove most of the natural organic matter (NOM), antiscalant additives
total phosphorus (TP) substances and suspended substance (SS) in RCW. After the coagulation and
sedimentation processes, the RCW was filtered through 5 µm filter and then an acidification treatment
was carried out using 0.2 mol/L HCl followed by degassing in order to reduce the CO2 concentration.
The results indicated that when coagulation pretreatment was not employed for desalination by MD
process, a rapid decline of the MD permeate flux was observed. However, about 23% improvement of
the permeate flux was obtained by using coagulation pretreatment after 30 days operation.

The efficiency of any pretreatment depends on many parameters such as the nature of feed
solutions, their foulant(s) properties and the characteristics of the membrane. All pretreatments
represent an additional economic cost since either another membrane-based filtration system must be
set up or a higher energy cost (i.e., boiling temperature, thermal softening, cooling recirculation, etc.)
must be added. However, the importance of a pretreatment in MD cannot be overlooked because it
acts as the first strategy plan for membrane fouling prevention.

Independently of the selected pretreatment, the performance of MD and OD processes is always
improved when a pretreatment was carried out. However, other actions focused on the feed solution
treatment (i.e., use of antiscalants) and on the membrane should be also considered to reduce or
prevent fouling phenomena.
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5.2. Use of Antiscalants

Antiscalants or scale inhibitors are surface active materials that inhibit inorganic scaling not
only at low temperature but also at high temperature processes. These agents can prevent scaling
not only in MD but also in OD or OMD [46] specially in pilot-scale desalination or RO brine
treatment. The antiscalants are used to minimize the potential of scale formation on membrane
surface. Antiscalants interfere with precipitation reactions in three primary ways: threshold inhibition,
crystal formation and dispersion [146]. The first one refers to the capacity of an antiscalant to maintain
supersaturated solutions of sparingly soluble salts (e.g., CaCO3, CaSO4, MgCO3, Fe(OH)3, CaF2,
Fe(OH)3, Al(OH)3, etc.). The second one concerns the process of an antiscalants to deform crystal
shapes, resulting in soft non adherent scales. The third one means the ability of some antiscalants to
adsorb on crystals or colloidal particles and impart a highly negative charge to the crystal thereby
keeping them separated and preventing propagation.

Early antiscalants used sodium hexametaphosphate (SHMP) as a threshold agent to inhibit the
growth of calcium carbonate and sulfate-based scales. Care must be taken to avoid hydrolysis of SHMP
in the dosing tank that may decrease the scale inhibition efficiency. The following reaction can describe
the steps of polyphosphate hydrolysis to ortho-phosphate (PO3

− + H2O→ H2PO4
− → HPO4

2− →
PO4

3−) [146,147]. In addition to the hydrolysis problem there is a calcium phosphate scaling risk that
can be described as (3Ca2+ + 2PO4

3− → Ca3(PO4)2).
The most used antiscalants in desalination are derived from three chemical groups [148].

Those including condensed polyphosphates, organophosphonates and polyelectrolytes. Effective
polyelectrolyte inhibitors are mostly polycarboxylic acids (e.g., polyacrylic acid, polymethacrylic acid
and polymaleic acid) [46]. In general, the most effective antiscalant contains a blend of polyacrylic acid
(PAA) and phosphoric acid or polyacrylate and a hydroxyethylidene diphosphonate (HEDP) [46].

Gryta [46] investigated the effect of polyphosphates antiscalant on the formation of CaCO3 using
a PP capillary module under DCMD configuration. When the feed without antiscalant was used
the results of XRD analysis of the deposit formed on the PP membrane surface showed the calcite
polymorphic form of CaCO3 scale. However, when polyphosphates were applied as antiscalant under
various compositions (2–20 ppm), practically no CaCO3 crystal was detected on the membrane surface.

According to He, et al. [149] five different commercial antiscalants, namely K797 (water acrylic
terpolymer), K752 (polyacrylic acid and sodium polyacrylate based compound), GHR (solution of a
nitrogen containing organo-phosphorus compound), GLF (organo-phosphorus antiscalant) and GSI
(based on neutralized carboxylic and phosphonic acids), were tested in DCMD process with different
concentrations in the range 0.6 to 70 mg/L using a PP hollow fiber membrane coated with fluorosilicone
on its external surface. The antiscalant K752 was found to be more effective in inhibiting CaSO4 scaling
compared with the other tested antiscalants due to its excellent thermal stability compared with
polyphosphates and other copolymers antiscalants. In addition, GHR reduced calcite scaling, whereas
not much difference was observed between the performances of the other antiscalants. It is necessary
to point out that no wetting problem was detected because the surface tension of antiscalants solutions
(71.5 mN/m) was near to that of tap water (71.8 mN/m).

It must be mentioned that many antiscalants molecules, typically amphiphilic molecules, such
as surfactants and other amphiphilic organics, often reduce the surface tension of water solutions
resulting in membrane pore wetting problems and shortening the life-time of the membrane [92,150].
Therefore, prior to use, it is necessary to determine the surface tension of the feed solutions treated
with antiscalants and measure the LEP of the membrane using these feed solutions. In addition, it is to
be noted that there is a risk of microbiological contamination of antiscalant solutions because some
antiscalants are nutrients for microbes, algae and bacteria (e.g., SHMP, orthophosphate). Moreover,
other antiscalants containing phosphorous can accelerate the growth of microbes [151].
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5.3. Membrane Modification

As previously mentioned, another methodology to prevent membrane fouling is to design fouling
resistant membranes. This can be achieved using specific material and membrane surface modification.
For instance, hydrophobicity, roughness and charge of the membrane surface are strongly related to
fouling due to several interactions or adsorption/desorption between the membrane and the foulant(s).
Various surface modification methods such as photochemical land redox grafting, immobilization
of nanoparticles, plasma treatment, physical coating with polymers and chemical reactions on the
membrane surface have been adopted in order to reduce or inhibit membrane fouling. In general, for
MD, OD and OMD, membrane modification should focus on the improvement of both hydrophobicity,
membrane surface omniphobicity and LEP characteristics to prevent pore wetting [24,27,28].

In order to prepare a superhydrophobic membrane, Razmjou, et al. [152] modified a
microporous PVDF membrane by depositing TiO2 nanoparticles on the membrane surface using
a low temperature hydrothermal. Subsequently, the TiO2 coated membrane was fluorosilanized by
H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorododecyltrichlorosilane. The modified membrane showed a good hydrophobicity
exhibiting a water contact angle up to 166◦ compared to new membrane, 125◦. Moreover, the LEP was
increased from 120 kPa to 190 kPa after membrane modification. Fouling mitigation was examined
in a DCMD process using HA and NaCl as a feed solution. A 20 h fouling experiment with HA did
not show any reduction of the permeate flux for virgin and modified membranes but when 3.8 mM
CaCl2 was added in the feed solution a significant permeate flux reduction was observed due to the
formation of the complexes with HA. Nevertheless, the modified membrane was less prone to fouling
than the unmodified one.

Xu, et al. [153] coated microporous PTFE membranes with sodium alginate hydrogel for OD of
oily feeds. The results showed that the transmembrane mass transfer coefficient decreased by less
than 5% because of the membrane surface coating and the OD permeate flux, when using 0.2, 0.4
and 0.8 wt % orange oil water mixtures as feed over a period of 300 min, indicated that the coated
membranes were resistant to wetting. However, the uncoated membrane was immediately wet by
0.2 wt % orange oil water feed solution.

In another study, Zuo and Wang [154] developed an effective method to modify hydrophobic
PVDF membrane to enhance anti-oil fouling property for MD applications. The PVDF flat sheet
membrane surface was successfully grafted by polyethylene glycol (PEG) and TiO2 particles via
plasma treatment. Compared to the modified PTFE membranes by Xu, et al. [153], the MD experiments
showed that the modified membrane presented a stable water permeate flux over 24 h of operation
without oil fouling nor wetting.

Zhang, et al. [155] fabricated a superhydrophobic membrane by spraying a mixture of
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and hydrophobic SiO2 nanoparticles on PVDF flat sheet membranes
surfaces. The water contact angle and LEP increased from 107◦ and 210 kPa to 156◦ and 275 kPa,
respectively. The results of the DCMD experiments, which lasted 180 h using 25 wt % NaCl as a
feed solution, indicated for the modified membrane a rejection factor above 99.99% with a slight
decline of the permeate flux. However, the permeate flux of the unmodified membrane was decreased
considerably. In addition, the SEM image indicated good fouling resistance of the modified membrane.
Comparatively, An, et al. [30] showed that the hydrophobic PDMS microspheres coated on an
electrospun PVDF-HFP membrane improved anti-wetting (i.e., a significant increase of the water
contact angle 155.4◦) and antifouling properties of the membrane when treating dyes aqueous solutions.
This membrane exhibited a more negative charge than that of a commercial PVDF and therefore less
fouling to differently-charged dyes.

He, et al. [34], who coated PP hollow fiber membranes with a porous fluorosilicone for their use
in DCMD process, claimed that the fluorosilicone coating could discourage surface nucleation and
particles attachment. In another study [35], mentioned that the porous fluorosilicone coating layer on
the PP hollow fiber membranes was helpful to eliminate and develop the necessary resistance against
the deposit scale such as CaSO4 and CaCO3 in DCMD experiments.
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It is worth noting that modification of hydrophobic membranes for the improvement of the
membrane fouling resistance is less studied compared to that of hydrophilic membranes. In general,
there is a lack of information about the effect of the hydrophobic polymer type on the prevention
of fouling/scaling in MD processes. The fouling mechanism in MD must be investigated in depth
because a systematic study on the interactions of membranes with different feed solutions has not
been performed yet.

5.4. Membrane Cleaning

Unlike the use of pretreatments and antiscalants that reduce to the maximum the fouling
phenomena, cleaning of fouled membranes is other of the explored strategies to extend the membrane
life. Generally, after rinsing the membrane with distilled water, the used chemical cleaning agents
include acids, alkalis, surfactants, enzymes and metal chelating agents (i.e., organic compounds that
form complexes with metal ions) [15,17,156]. Research studies used different strong and weak acids
to clean scales such as HCl, which is particularly effective to remove basic crystal salts (e.g., CaCO3)
by dissolving the deposit from the membrane surface [14,49,69]. According to Gryta [49], rinsing
the membrane module by 3 wt % HCl allowed to dissolve the CaCO3 scale on the PP hollow fiber
membrane and restore the initial membrane permeability. In another study, Gryta [69] used 2–5 wt %
HCl solution to rinse the membrane module every 40–80 h of DCMD operation. As a result, the formed
deposit, which was mainly CaCO3, was removed and the initial efficiency of the membrane module
was recovered. Similarly, Curcio, et al. [157] used two steps to clean a fouled membrane with HA and
CaCO3 by using citric acid aqueous solution at pH 4 for 20 min followed by 0.1 M NaOH aqueous
solution for 20 min. This cleaning procedure also allowed the complete recovery of the permeate flux
and the hydrophobicity of the membrane.

The high efficiency of basic cleaning procedures against the deposit of HA due to its good
dissociation and dissolution at high pH values was also confirmed by Srisurichan, et al. [42] who
reported that rinsing with distilled water the fouled membrane by HA containing CaCl2, for 2 h
followed by 20 min recirculation of 0.1 M NaOH aqueous solution resulted in 100% permeate flux
recovery. Guillen-Burrieza, et al. [111] studied membrane fouling and cleaning of solar MD plant
following different cleaning strategies to remove the fouling layer and restore the membrane properties
(i.e., distilled water at pH = 6.15, 5 wt % sulfuric acid at pH = 1, 5 wt % citric acid at pH = 1.77, 5 wt %
formic acid at pH = 1.72, 0.1 wt % Na5P3O10 + 0.2 wt % EDTA at pH = 6.67 and 0.1 wt % oxalic acid +
0.8 wt % citric acid at pH = 2.2). The use of 0.1 wt % oxalic acid and 0.8 wt % citric acid solution was
found to be the most suitable cleaning protocol as it was able to remove a great part of the scaling layer,
formed mainly by NaCl, Fe, Mg and Al oxides. After the second cleaning procedure, the distillate
quality was improved (i.e., salt rejection factor was 85%).

Durham and Nguyen [82] developed an effective cleaning procedure for PTFE membranes fouled
after 2 h of OD processing with 21.5% of tomato puree. The permeate side of the membrane was
flushed with fresh water, whereas the feed side of the membrane was rinsed with water at 40–50 ◦C
for 10 min and then the cleaning agents were circulated at the same temperature range for 60 min.
The cleaning agents included water, NaOH, HNO3 and enzymes (lipolase, alcalase, palatase and
pectinex) with different concentrations. The enzyme/surfactant cleaning was performed using P3
Ultrasi1 25, P3 Ultrasil 30, P3 Ultrasi1 53, P3 Ultrasil 56, P3 Ultrasil 60A and 1% P3 Ultrasil 75. It was
observed that acidic and enzymatic cleaning agents were ineffective cleaners. However, 1% NaOH
was the most effective cleaner for membranes with a surface tension greater than 23 mN/m and 1% P3
Ultrasil56 was the best cleaner too for membranes with a surface tension less than 23 mN/m as it was
able to maintain the water permeate flux in addition to the hydrophobicity of the membrane.

Zarebska, et al. [103] investigated the effect of consecutive cleaning of MD membranes used for
the treatment of model manure solution by using distilled water, alkaline/acid and Novadan cleaning
agents. The results showed that cleaning with distilled water had the lowest cleaning efficiency,
whereas cleaning with distilled water followed by either NaOH/citric acid or Novadan agents was
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more efficient. Among the tested cleaning strategies, it was claimed that Novadan agent was the
most successful in removing proteins and carbohydrates from PTFE membrane while it removed only
proteins from PP membrane [103].

For cleaning biofouled membranes, the use of biocides [15] followed by rinsing with distilled
water can be effective to recover the initial permeate flux. Krivorot, et al. [158] used NaOH at a pH
value of about 12 and a temperature of 40 ◦C to hydrolyze organic/bacterial fouling, followed by
distilled water and 70% ethanol for sterilizing the system, and finally distilled water to remove ethanol.
It was observed that the initial permeability was recovered by removing the biofilm deposit.

The use of the appropriate cleaning agent depends on the fouling and scaling nature, deposit
location and the membrane resistance to chemical cleaning [2,111]. Typical MD polymers (PP, PTFE,
PVDF) offer high resistance to chemical cleaning. However, it must be noted that cleaning porous and
hydrophobic membranes used in MD, OD and OMD is not an easy task because of the high risk of pore
wetting. In fact, generally in MD process, cleaning of membranes was found to be insufficient provided
that fouling is also associated with membrane wettability. For instance, pressure and temperature play
an important role in membrane cleaning [156]. High temperatures improve cleaning by increasing
transport and solubility of the fouling material as well as the reaction kinetics. Minimum pressure
cannot force the fouling layer onto the membrane surface, making it less adhesive.

6. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

Membrane fouling is a common problem and complex phenomena in all processes used for
seawater desalination and waste water treatment applications. For MD, OD and OMD, fouling leads to
membrane pore wetting and blocking. Compared to other membrane separation processes such as the
pressure-driven membrane processes (MF, UF, RO, etc.), very few research studies have been published
so far on fouling mechanisms in MD, OD and OMD, and investigations on the kinetics behind fouling
phenomena and fouling mitigation remain very scarce and poorly understood. Moreover, when fouling
is studied, the considered characterization techniques focused only on the average physico-chemical
properties of the surface deposits but not on the underlying deposit layers.

In MD, OD and OMD, fouling is influenced by various parameters such as the membrane
characteristics, especially the pore size and the material of the membrane surface, operation conditions
and nature of the fee aqueous solutions.

As it is well known, MD, OD and OMD membrane technologies suffer from the temperature and
concentration polarization phenomena and various strategies have been adopted in order to reduce
their effects including the increase of the flow rate of both the feed and permeate solutions, turbulent
promoters, etc. These polarization phenomena can have a major influence on inorganic fouling.
For salts like CaCO3 and CaSO4 whose solubility in water decreases with increasing temperature,
the temperature polarization phenomenon encourages the crystals formation of these salts in the
bulk feed solution. However, for salts like NaCl whose solubility in water increases with increasing
temperature, the concentration and temperature polarization phenomena encourage the crystals
formation of these salts on the membrane surface where the temperature is lower and the concentration
is higher.

Greater hydrophobicity and lower pore size tend to increase organic fouling effects. This type of
fouling also depends on the nature of the organic matter, the MD operating conditions (temperature,
transmembrane pressure, flow rate) and the characteristics of the feed solution (pH, ionic strength).

Biofouling refers to the growth of bacteria or micro-organisms on the membrane surface and to
biological particles that may be trapped at both the membrane surface and/or pores forming a biofilm.
This type of fouling is the least studied in MD, OD and OMD compared to the other types of fouling.

Fouling investigation in OD has received less attention compared to MD and fouling in OMD
may take place following the same mechanisms as those occurred in DCMD and OD fouling, provided
that OMD combines both MD and OD.
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Many research studies using different membrane characterization techniques still need to be done
in order to understand the formation mechanisms of the different fouling types. Some characterization
techniques reported in the present review paper (TEM, UTDR, EEM and FFF) are yet to be applied to
analyze fouled membranes used in MD, OD and OMD processes. No analytical technique can be used
on its own to characterize the fouling deposit on the membrane surface. A combination of different
techniques seems to be more appropriate.

Feed pretreatment, membrane modification, use of antiscalants and cleaning strategies of
membrane surfaces are the most used methods to diminish or prevent foulant(s) deposition onto the
membrane surface and in its pores during MD, OD or OMD applications. Up to now, pretreatment has
been the appropriate method to prevent and minimize fouling in MD, OD and OMD processes.
Antiscalants inhibit the inorganic fouling (i.e., scaling) and minimize the potential for forming
scale layer on the membrane surface. Condensed polyphosphates, organophosphonates and
polyelectrolytes are the common antiscalants used in desalination [140]. Attention should be paid to
some antiscalants that are nutrients for microbes, algae and bacteria increasing therefore the risk of
microbiological contamination.

One explored strategy to extend the membrane life is the chemical cleaning. In general, alkaline
agents are advisable for cleaning organic fouled membranes. However, soluble salts like calcium
carbonate or iron oxides, require acid cleaners. In addition, membrane surface modification seems
to be one of the promising methods for developing anti-fouling membranes as it can enhance both
hydrophobicity and LEP characteristics of the membranes in order to prevent pore wetting. Generally,
in MD, OD and OMD processes, cleaning membranes was found to be insufficient provided that
fouling is also associated with membrane wettability.

Although the fouling topic has generated much interest among researchers, this phenomenon
still needs to be deeply studied using different characterization techniques applied not only on the
membrane surface but also inside its pores. This will permit us to understand this phenomenon well
and propose new methods to prevent it. On the other hand, there is a need to design novel and
advanced membranes for MD, OD, OMD resistant to fouling.
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